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Student deposit
increased $10
By MARK BOGART
Lamron staff
studTenetsd»P°®itjS * service &> the
nts, said Carranca cho
The general deposit paid by
OCE students at the beginning of
neC that
StUdents
spa!ed
pared theL inconvenience of
each school year will be in
creased from $15 to $25 next year, having to pay bills every time
according to Director of Business
Who1"6 C*lar,ged an extra fee
3
Why students do
Affairs John Sparks.
nof
Sparks said the deposit will be not receive interest on their
increased because of the large deposits, Sparks explained
number of students who owe the interest on deposits goes into
amounts greater than $15 to OCE. the state general fund. If it were
He cited the time and bookwork taken fr'° St^dentS the amount
involved in billing such students
would
ha»l','i„grrrl,'Unud
as major factors leading to the
thh°Uhg!?
some
Other source
increase. He also said that OCE is
often unable to collect for
assessments above the deposit
Carranza said that some
level because "We have no
students have accused the
leverage on some students who
business office of "sitting on" the
leave OCE."
deposit money until, late in the
Presently the registrar's office
summer in order to collect more
withholds the records of students
interest. She claimed respon
who have debts to the college.
sibility for the funds and said she
Sparks said this adds to the work
tries to get them back to students
lead of that office as well as his
as soon as possible. The delays,
own.
she said, are due mainly to heavy
warms up ,or the
Library and gym suit charges
Ma°8by%Ne%utdoor%rog"amCE
bike
student
race which will be sponsored
work loads in the business office
take the largest amounts from
during the summer and to the
the deposits, but assessments for difficulty of scheduling computer
loss or breakage of equipment in time at Oregon State
University,
other departments, late payment where the refunds are processed.
of fees and other debts to the
Notices are sent to students
school are also deducted, Sparks before
by PAT STIMAC
assessments
are
there will be a petition in the
said.
Walter Miller, Scott Taggart,
Lamron staff
deducted from their deposits.
ASOCE office regarding the
The deposit was lowered from Students are asked to reply
Rebecca Taylor and Richar.d
Students will have the chance
Monmouth
Avenue
issue.
Whipple are all running for off$25 two years ago at OCE, within ten days if the charges are to vote for senators and about
Students, faculty or admini
campus senator, but they are
although it remained at that level incorrect.
nine
ASOCE
Constitution
stration interested in seeing essentially uncontested as there
at the other state schools, said
Carranza said she hopes that a Revisions in the election today Monmouth Avenue closed may
are six off-campus spots open.
Sparks. According to Sherry new computer system now being and tomorrow. Students will also
sign the petition. Another petition
Carranza of the business office, worked out will provide an ex have the opportunity to express asking that student incidental Robert Melendy and Michael
OCE lost about $1700 when the planation of deductions on a stub their opinions on a parking lot fees not be used to pave the Sedlock are uncontested for the
two
Humanities
Senator
proposal by filling out a survey
deposit was reduced because of attached to refund checks.
parking lots is also available for positions.
which will be near the ballot box. signatures.
students who owed more than $15.
Processing of refund checks
The elections will last from 8
About 1400 students have debts could be speeded up if students
There are four contested senate
F. Scott Roberts and Karen
toOCE. Of these, 10 to 15 per cent who change their names during a.m. to 5 p.m. both days in the races that will appear on the Colombs are also uncontested for
owe amounts greater than the the year would contact the College Center by the ASOCE ballot. Five students are running the two Psychology Senators
(upstairs concourse). In addition
deposit, said Carranza.
for the two Education Senator spots. With the withdrawal of
business office, Carranza said.
to the issues already mentioned
spots. Brian Fenderson, Patti Steve Corwin as a candidate,
Jenkins, Lori Ohling, Mark there are only two people running
Steven Spradling and Katie for the two Social Science
Stockwell will vie for the two positions, Steve Kilgore and Kim
spots in the hottest race. Seven Young.
candidates will be running for the
Neil Haugen and Mary Anne
six Dorm Senator spots, in Johnson are both running for the
The classes of 1926 and 1951 will recognized by the college and will and Smith will give a review of cluding Terry Barrett, Donna two PE senate spots and both are
celebrate their 50th and 25th class have class pictures taken before Alumni
Day.
"Historical Calhoun, Sandra Clark, Jeanne currently serving as senators.
reunions on
Alumni
Day the luncheon. Small gifts will be Review: Through the Years" will Kasnick,
Nancy
Sorensen,
For the two Math and two
Saturday. Events will begin at 9 given to all those attending the be presented by Stebbins.
Darian Slayton and Thomas Science Senator positions there
arn in the College Center.
reunion.
Pictures of the Classes of 1926 Wolff.
are only one candidate each.
A number of activities have
Alumni Day is not, however, and 1951 will be taken in the
Marilyn Riback is the lone
Three
students
are
trying
for
een planned for the returning
strictly set aside for the reunions Pacific Room of the College the two Art Senate positions. candidate for the math spots and
alUrnni. Speakers for the day
of the classes of '26 and '51.
Center at noon.
Allyson
Flagg,
Patricia Krista Lund is alone in the
Include OCE President Leonard
"This is an opportunity for all
The alumni luncheon wil begin Hightower and Jerrold Martisak science senator race.
,ce:
Alumni
Association graduates of the college to return at 12:30 p.m. in the College are the three candidates. In the
Administrative Officer Don
xecutive Secretary
Claude to the campus for a visit with old Center Pacific Room.
only other contested races Randy Spiegel is urging every student to
/Jith and Emeritus Dean of friends," Jean Ferguson, Alumni
The last scheduled event for the Thomas, Charles Rem and
make his or her voice heard not
^ministration, Ellis Stebbins. Day Chairperson said.
day is an alumni meeting in the Michelle Wardrip are running for only in the senate elections but on
Members of the classes will be
The highlight of the day will be College Center Pacific Room at 3 the two Music Senator positions. the variety of other issues that
the luncheon, according to p.m.
Susan Dean, Mariano Dohwel, will be put before the students.
Ferguson. Rice will be the lun-'
cheon speaker and music will be
provided by the OCE music
Two OCE coeds were killed in a department.
The
Oregon
College
of of the valid ballots have been cast in a tie with 88 votes cast for OFT
"Memory Lane", a collection
wo-car crash on Highway 99W
Federation
of for NO REPRESENTATION and and 88 for the American
bout six miles south of Mon- of photos and OCE memorabilia, Education
will be open throughout the day Teachers (OFT) has requested therefore no labor organization is Association
of
University
TridlJ1 3t Helmick State Park on the main floor of the College that
a
second
collective the exclusive representative of Professors,
no
faculty
bargaining run-off election be the employes in the bargaining representative
Deborah Marie Fell, 18, Lake Center.
was
chosen.
unit.
.
s^ego,
held
"in
order
to
complete
the
The day begins at 9 a.m. with
and
Tamara
Lee
Therefore the OFT asserts the
election has not actually been
II j th> 18, Albany, were both registration in the College election process begun at OCE on
Center. Coffee and tea will be October 21, 1975."
Sessom and the OFT objected completed.
nders Hall residents,
In a letter to Roy Edwards of to the statement that the
The letter goes on to request
he driver of the other car and available.
the Employee Relations Board, majority of votes being cast were that there should be a "second
A general session will begin at
j! . two
passengers
were
spitalized at Good Samaritan 10 a.m. in Ed. 2217. Carol Miller OFT President Sandra Sessom for no representation, and run-off election at OCE, to be held
Clanfield, Alumni Association objected to the "Certification of pointed out in the letter that on as early as possible prior to the
^Pital in Corvallis.
coeds' death were the third President, will preside, and Rice Results of Election" issued by Oct. 21, 1975, OCE faculty voted end of the current academic
a
Edwards April 14.
124-61 in favor of collective quarter."
Pnii/°Urth traffic fatalities in will give a welcome address to
That certification said "It is bargaining.
Because
the
Sessom's letter was sent April
*k County this year. All have the alumni. There will be a
response from the Class of 1926 hereby certified that a majority December 5, 1975 election ended 19.
burred during April.

Voting today, tomorrow

Alums to visit Saturday

Crash fatal

AFT sends letter to Board

Issues discussed

Local candidates come to OCE
by DENA MINATO
Assistant editor

The first night of the OCE
Young Democrats Candidates
Fair drew several local office
seekers to the campus to speak
before a small audience.
Robert Marx, seeking re
election as state representative
from district 34, played a major
role in passing the building of the
OCE Fine Arts Auditorium by
putting together lobby effort with
students to get the $2 million
project approved.
He serves as a trustee on the
OCE Development Foundation.
"This helps me keep in close
contact with the school," he said.
Marx would like to see special
education
projects
receive
greater funding than they have
had in the past.
Opposing Marx is Don Shockey,
an optometrist from Dallas who
served on the Dallas School
District No. 2 School Board for
five years and believes in
"quality education."
Shockey feels that people are
losing their freedom and sees a
need to return personal rights
and freedoms to individuals. He
feels unreal taxation, rising
medical costs and senior citizens
issues are important problems.
A "firm law and order ad
vocate," Shockey opposes gun
control and
favors capital
punishment. He feels the latter is
a deterrent of crime in some
instances.
Polk County treasurer seeking
re-election, Joe Cochrane, spoke
on his accomplishments during 12
years in office. A major one he
listed was the ability of his office
to be the only treasurers office in
the state to have collected taxes
in the last two years. This money
is now earning interest for the
county.
"We have the same staff as five
years ago, so we're giving you
service for your tax dollars,"
said Cochrane.
John Lamers, a former teacher
and a "life long Democrat" is
entering the political scene for
the first time as a candidate for
county assessor. He's running
because he feels there are things
which need to be changed and
wants to call these to the public
attention.
First he points out that Polk
County has as many appraisers
as Benton County, when Polk has
30 per cent less assessed
valuation. He also wonders why
Polk County expenditures in the
assessor's office for 1975-76 total
$363,000 when Yamhill, 15 per
cent larger, spends only $259,000,
and Benton, 30 per cent larger,
spends only $285,000.

He said, "We should get more
for our money in this county and
get in line with the other coun
ties." He called for more
organization and administration,
but admitted this can't be done
overnight.
Lamers feels also the employes
don't have fixed responsibilities;
which is one reason Polk county
is out of line.
Democratic incumbent running
for county assessor, Virgil Trick
has had 16 years experience.
Joining the assessor's staff in
1960, he worked his way up to
chief assessor in six years and
was appointed county assessor in
1974.
He explained that his office has
12 appraisers because the work
had lagged so far behind and the
Department of Revenue gave
them two years to catch up. If his
office failed to do so, the
department will do it themselves
at the expense of the taxpayers.
Trick feels his employes do
have fixed responsibilities and
suggested that the other counties
may spend less because they
don't include fringe benefits as
Polk County does.
A resident of Polk County for 30
years, Trick hopes "to continue
office operation to assure fair and
equitable assessment for all
properties in accordance with
Oregon law and regulations of
State Department of Revenue."
The only filed Democrat for the
office of County clerk, Kathy
Foise, helped form the OCE
Young Democrats Club and is a
member of the Polk County
Planning Commission. She has a
degree in Political Science from
the University of California at
Berkeley.
She would like to streamline
the accounting process and
organize the office staff to func
tion more effectively. She feels
the clerk's office needs to provide
services at additional hours and
would like to delegate some of the
clerk's responsibilities to the city
recorder to provide more service
to the people.
Bill Atkins is running for
County Commissioner because he
is concerned about the govern
ment not being responsible to the
people. He doesn't want to
criticize the government without
trying to improve it.
He says he will devote all his
time to the responsibilities of the
office and has no obligations but
to the people of Polk County. His
major qualification, he claims, is
his lack of political experience,
because this makes it possible for
him to have total objectivity.
Atkins would like to see public
input received on all major

Stop by regularly to
Check our new plants
arriving weekly
See our Gift Items
Looking into using
ZEXAR for your
macrame hanger

issues before they are passed.
The system needs to be looked at
and a smoother operation needs
to be put into motion, he claims.
Owner of the Boondock s
Tavern and Literary Society in
Falls City, Eunice Brandt feels
she could handle the job of
County Commissioner and would
like to see more equal op
portunity in employment. She
doesn't think there are many
women at any level of govern
ment in the state and cited a "17
per cent voter resistance" as a
factor.
The only woman running for
County Commissioner, Brandt
would like to keep the com
missioner's door open all the time
and let the public know what is
going on. "Some people don't
even know where Polk county
lies," she exclaimed.
There is a "no development

Delplanche would also like to
maintain economic growth in the
county and feels some industrial
development is necessary to do
so. He would like to maintain the
farmlands and develop the land

by LEE KELLEY
Lamron staff

to include repainting such items
as light posts and trash cans.

The Physical Plant is presently
making
some
landscaping
changes on the OCE campus that
have no doubt been noticed by
most students. This has included
removing grass and sod from
around trees and plant beds, and
then recovering the areas with
barkdust.
According to Bill Neifert, head
of the Physical Plant, the new
landscaping is designed to make
the lawns and plantings easier to
maintain. This is partially ac
complished by rounding out
corners and close spots where the
lawn mowers previously had
some problems in maneuvering.
Neifert said that now mowers
will be able to run forward all the
time without having to back up in
spots where this was necessary
before. Spots which before had to
be trimmed by hand are also
eliminated. Besides reducing
mowing time by several hours,
Neifert also feels the new project
will cut down on weeding time in
the flower and plant beds.
Niefert said that the reduced
labor time would be helpful in
that, besides student help, he only
has one permanent groundsman
and two seasonal persons to take
care of the 157 acres in and
around the campus.
Neifert sees the landscaping as
also an "appearance plus" for
OCE. He feels it will round out
harsh corners, and help unify the
landscaping features of the
campus.
Neifert is very much interested
in giving a more natural feeling
to the campus. To this end he has
had many of the building signs
repainted a more earthen brown
compared to their past reddishbrown color, and is sur
rounding some with barkdust,
to blend them in with the land
scape more.
Neifert plans to do more color
coordination on campus, which is

Neifert said that this present
landscaping job was the first
time a power sod remover had
been used. Besides greatly
reducing work time needed in
removing the grass and sod,
which previously had been cut by
hand, the machine allowed grass
sections removed to be neatly
rolled up. Neifert said he had a
number of requests for the
removed grass patches, and gave
away several pickup loads of it.
He said that the grass was
removed to help prevent it from
growing back through the bark
dust. He said that a number of the
barkdust areas will be planted in
flowers.
Neifert admitted that he didn't
particularly like the barkdust
covering and said he didn't ap
prove of it simply as a ground
cover. He said that while it looks
nice in the beginning it eventually
darkens with age, has a tendency
to mat together, and gradually
decomposes.
Neifert said that most of the
OCE barkdust will eventually be
worked into the soil, and he has
used it as a weed inhibitor
primarily, and to help hold
moisture. As a result he hopes to
lessen weeding maintenance and
be able to water less frequently.
Neifert is looking forward to
planting more trees around the
campus. He also plans on putting
in a new enlarged OCE sign at the
south entrance of the campus on
the corner of the library. Neifert
feels that OCE needs better
identification and overall blen
ding so that visitors can ap
preciate OCE more as a whole,
rather than as a number of
segregated buildings.
Other upcoming projects in
clude doing the landscaping
around the new Fine Arts
building, getting the new baseball
field ready, and also working on

Plan to attend the

•

BENEFIT PARTY
At the Stone Lion for
UNDER PRIVILEGED CHILDREN,

RED VASE

Page 2

Another candidate for county
commissioner, L. E. "Larry"
Delplanche, would like to see
cooperation of all elected officials
within the county. A long-range
budgeting process is one of his
goals because he feels it gives a
better accounting of the money
available and what it is spent for.
It also provides a means of
evaluating the County Com
mission.

immediately adjacent to urha
an
developments.
A "graduate of life" Micha
Harding is seeking the position!
Polk County Commissioner n
county clerk as mistekeni
reported in last week's Lamr«l
"I'm competent and,"'

moving on," said Harding who u
city recorder for Falls City
can do the job, I know tho
problems and I can get in anH
work on them."
Harding feels that citizen's
apathy is as much to blame for
the flaws in the government as
the ineffectiveness of politicians
"It is us that are failing. We need
to work together," he said.
He favors some industrial
expansion, but would not like to
see
any
all-out expansion
movements. He feels creating
jobs is a problem, but can't offer
immediate solutions. "I wish 1
could."

Landscaping to reduce labor
an 'appearance plus' for campus

( D o e s n o t r o t o r fade,
nice for o u t s i d e )

113 E. Main

psyche" in the county, according
to Brandt, who doesnt' agree with
it. "Polk County has to grow.
Let's look at everything when
considering industry for the
county," she said.

Music
Live &
Minimum contribution $1 tax deductible
8-10 p.m.
Monday, May 10

838-0782
%i

•

the New Grove, which is
scheduled to be finished on July 4.
The Physical Plant will also be
having an Open House on May 21,
to allow students and faculty to
get better acquainted with the
staff. Tours will be given of the
facility and landscaping dia
grams will be on display
Neifert also had some com
ments on the proposed need for
having all OCE parking lots
paved. From his view, Neifert
said that the present gravel lots
are "Nothing but a headache."
Neifert
said
that since
December 15 he has had to have
the gravel lots completely
worked over twice, at a cost of
$275 each time. He said this work
included blocking off the lots to
traffic, pushing all the gravel to
one side, grading the lots, and
then replacing the old gravel, as
well as adding some new gravel.
Neifert said that large outside
equipment had to be rented to do
the job.
Estimating such work on the
gravel lots to be necessary five
times per year, maintenance for
the gravel lots runs about
per year.
In contrast, Neifert said OCL s
presently paved lots neeae
maintenance work only once
about every five years. Neite
said that the low maintenan
requirements of the Paved lots.
the result of proper initial
stallation and the mild weather
Monmouth as opposed to
severe winter conditions
some other locations extent
which can crack and break up
asphalt.
„flPoi
Neifert said that £e
cleaning and litter removal*
much more difficult on the g
lots, where any litter mu ^
removed by hand, COIT1Pafpr is
the paved lots, where H
a
picked up automatically
street sweeper.
raVel
Neifert mentioned tba\.whefl
lots also create a Probl® jawn
gravel gets into nearoy While
areas and on sidewalks
most lawns at OCE arercu-t ^
reel mower, grass aro ^
gravel lots must be c: ^
regular rotary mowers s
bits can easily damage
mowers.
vej lots
Neifert sees the £^pSle£
triaH

K*

often being used

as„Smut^

c0^ l
walkways
by
y
students who live ne
§o
walk to school, and °
tjres
besides being hard °nj50n^
for those people who P A
et a
gravel lots, shoes; also g
beating when used on

A celebration

^'Can0

In Mexico, school is out shoos
andoffiees close and the people
flood the streets as the Cinco de
Mayo (the fifth of
May)
celebration begins. Cinco de
Mayo recognizes the anniversary
0f the defeat of the French army
under Napoleon III in the Battle
of Puebla in 1862.
The battle, though insignificant
at the time, became a symbol of
the defeat of foreign imperialism
The date is marked each year
with a
great
anniversary
celebration,
which
includes
rejoicing and festivity by the
Mexicans.
At OCE the celebration will be
observed by Chicano Cultural
Awareness Week May 4 to 7. An
art exhibition, films, speakers, a
fashion show, Mexican food and
Mexican dances and music will
be featured.
The sponsors are the Nosotros
student organization and the
college's Minority Affairs Office.
Raul Pena, Independence, an
OCE senior, is coordinator. Jose
R. Vasquez, Independence, an
OCE sophomore, is Nosotros
president and Socorro Martinez,
assistant
professor
of
humanities, is its faculty adviser.

Cu'ture

Trm* n
frestaan°wnfd°' IndePendence
a n„0^ ":^lll.rePresent OCE i
at
UnivSv
of Oregon
nbratl0nSaturday,
the
mversity of
™ay 8. The winner will be

r
e
i
n
a del Cinco de
Mavo""
the3queen
Mayo -the
of the Fifth of

Events will begin Tuesday at
Maria r "- GUberto Anzaldua
Eciss '«ThendV UPG Swa" Wil1
VoiCe
of
the
Mexican r
rw
(Community" and "The
the
Schn ?" A a
Public
faa ? Ad 202. The speakers are
teachers in Woodburn.
A reception will be held for
STna Tiga' ^ direCt°r 0f the
art department at Colegio Cesar
Chavez, will be held at 7 p.m that
evmng in the CollegeP Center
Oregon Room. His art work and
that of his students will be on
display in the College Center at
the time OCE President Leonard
Rice will be welcoming Desiga.
Martinez will speak on "The
Educational Revolution Begins,"
and Francisco Loera, director of
the Oregon Migrant Education
Center in Salem will discuss
"Cultural
Awareness

featured next week

Coftep^r" in the Colle§e Center
Coffee Shop at noon Tuesday
Following the talks, a group of
Chicano children, the Bailp
Folklorico
Maya
(Mexican
merican Youth Association),
will perform traditional Mexican
dfrppf !n ^stume. The group is
irected by Juz Browning, a
Salem teacher.
Two films, "Mexico: The
Frozen Revolution" and "Yo Soy
Chicano (I Am Chicano)," will
be shown Thursday at noon in
B3„g217

"*

StSLann"° "

Ferren-

State University professor of
modern languages, and Javier
Patriano, president of the OSU
Latin-American Association, will
discuss and read Spanish and
Mexican poetry, 12th century to
contemporary at 7 p.m that
evening in the College Center
coffee shop.
Another performance by Baile
Folklorico MAYA and a fashion
show of costumes from different
states of Mexico will follow the
poetry reading.
Los Mariachis, a wandering
minstrel group from Southern
California, will perform Friday

Irma

at 2 p.m. in the College Center
coffee shop. A combination plate
Mexican dinner will be served
from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. at
Talmadge Junior High School.
Independence. The dinner will
include tamales, burritos, arroz
and tacos.
All events will be open to
iu the
nit

public free of charge, except the
dinner. Tickets will be sold
beginning this Friday by Fena in
the Minority Affairs Office in the
Cottage. Only 250 tickets will be
sold. The price is $1.25 per per
son. Pena may be contacted at
home, 838-4482, or at the college,
two-izzu, ext.
exi. 474.
838-1220,

Senate finishing business to review ASOCE budaet
PAT STIM
AC
STIMAC
Lamron staff
The ASOCE Senate began to
finish up the remainder of its
business Monday as the new
senate will be taking office within
the next couple of weeks.
Senate voted to approve a
recent
Executive
Board
recommendation which stated
that the sculpture to be placed in
the New Grove must be com
pleted and in the Grove by May
15. Otherwise the contract to the
sculptor Imanuel Izquierdo, will
be voided and the $1000 ASOCE
has already paid to him will be
returned. The recommendation
passed with one "no vote", that of
Senator Wally Lien.
Lien proposed another motion
that was defeated. He asked
senate to remove the proposed
bv
by

constitution
revisions
from
today's senate election ballot on
the grounds that revisions should
appear only at special eelctions
held for the purpose.
The point of contention was
Article IV Section I of the ASOCE
Constitution which states that
amendments
to
constitution
"may be amended by two-thirds
(2/3) majority of the votes cast
at a special election held for that
purpose."
Lien said that amendments
should only be presented at that
time, but Administrative Officer
Don Spiegel said that he in
terpreted that to mean that they
"may" be changed at a special
election, but that "may" was the
key word.
It was the intent of the

W

revisions committee to present
the amendments to as many
people as possible, according to
Spiegel. He said that there would
be greater voter turnout at this
week's elections, thus a greater
amount of student input on the
revisions.
Lien then said that if the
election were held later more
public comments could be noted
and debated so that students
would be more informed.
Spiegel and another senator
replied, however, that a lot of
time has already gone by since
the revisions were originally
published.
Lien's motion failed 11 yes to 6
no.
Lien also brought up another
issue which caused lengthy

discussion. Four students are no
longer on senate. Lane Shetterly
resigned for reasons of class
conflicts and Bob Melendy,
Frank Vanderburg and Bob
Covington were dropped from the
senate for unexcused absences to
senate meetings or office hours.
Lien made an appeal for
Melendy to be excused from his
absences and returned to senate
because he had actually been
doing senate work when he
missed his assigned office hours.
The motion was approved 10 to 6,
with one abstention. Another
motion to do away with senate
hours failed due to a lack of a
three-fourths majority, even
though the vote was 10 yes and 7
no.
Senate voted for both the

ASOCE Student Service award
and the Senator of the Year
award. Nominations for the
service award include ASOCE
President
Ruth
Daniels,
President-elect Cris Vaughan,
Outdoor
Program
Director
Lauren Burch, Senator Wally
Lien, Business Manager Dwaine
Kronser,
Financial
Board
member Shelly Stolz. Social
Activities
Chairman
Candy
Harley and Lamron editor
Cecilia Stiles. Winners of the
awards will be announced at
Recognition Night in late may.
Next week senate will spend its
final session reviewing Financial
Board's proposed 1976-77 budget.
Senate's recommendations will
then be passed on to the new
elected Senate for consideration.

mm
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Foisie files complaint
"I feel as a candidate for Polk
Kathi
Foisie,
Democratic
candidate for Polk County Clerk, County Clerk, I should bring to
announced in a speech at OCE the public's attention this ap
Monday that she has filed a parent violation of state election
complaint with the Secretary of law, Foisie said. I don't un
State regarding an apparent derstand why the Republican
violation of Oregon election law candidates have not already
by Allene Kettleson, current Polk acted on this matter."
ORS
260.542,
Misleading
County Clerk.
by
candidates
In her speech, Foisie said, statements
"Today I have sent a letter of regarding prior public service,
complaint to Secretary of State states: "No candidate, political
Clay Myers regarding the ap committee or other person shall
parent violation of election law use the term "re-elect" in any
statement
or
by Mrs. Kettleson. This is in material,
supporting
the
regard to the use of the term "re publication
elect" in recent advertising in the election of a candidate for office
Itemizer-Observer and the Polk unless the candidate: ...was
elected to the identical office with
Sun."
"It is my understanding that the same position number, if any,
Mrs. Kettleson was appointed to in the most recent election to fill
be Polk County Clerk in early that office..."
ORS 260.532, False publications
1975 by the Polk County board of
to
candidates
or
Commissioners. She has never relating
been elected to that position," measures, states: "No person
Foisie said. "I believe this shall...cause any advertisement
wrong use of the term "re to be placed in a newspaper or
elect" is a violation of ORS any other publication, or singly
260.542-Misleading statements or with others pay for such ad
by candidates regarding prior vertisement, knowing such...
public service, and ORS 260.532- advertisement to contain any
False publications relating to false statement of material fact
relating to any candidate..."
candidates and measures."
Foisie said, "It is my un
Foisie said, "I think it's ap
palling that the county's chief derstanding that violation of ORS
elections
officer
should 260.542 is a Class A misdemeanor
demonstrate such ignorance of and that violation of ORS 260.532
the state election law, and would requires civil court action. I will
await the determination of the
apparently violate those laws
which she is charged with ad Secretary of State's office on this
matter."
ministering."
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Opinion

Revisions debated
Several proposed constitutional amendments which
really hadn't received much student attention became
an area of focused concern earlier this week. The
amendments have been drawn up by the Constitutional
Revisions Committee, and appear on the Senate elec
tions ballot students will be voting on today and
tomorrow.
As we see it, there are two basic areas of controversy.
The first is whether constitutional amendments should
be included on general election ballots or whether they
ought to be included only on special election ballots for
the exclusive purpose of amending the constitution. A
proposed amendment to Article IV, Section 1 would
allow amendments to be voted on at either a special or a
general election. Those who oppose this amendment
claim that it would tend to give amendments a "secondplace" seat during general elections because students
would focus their attention on the officer elections
rather than the ballot measures.
While this is a valid concern, we believe that more
people would be apt to vote in a general election, and
that this would compensate for the "second-place"
problem. The idea is to make students more aware of
the amendments and to bring them out to vote, and we
believe having amendments in general elections would
aid rather than hinder that objective.
The second main area of controversy concerns the
power of the Board of Administration (BOA). In the
proposed amendment in Article IV, section 4, proposed
amendments to the by-laws of the constitution would
have to be brought before BOA for a formal recom
mendation to Senate. The Lamron feels that this
amendment is not in line with the stated constitutional
duties of the three branches of ASOCE government. If
BOA is to be the judicial branch of the government, it
should not be passing recommendations to Senate for
consideration. BOA's responsibility should be to rightly
review all By-laws passed by senate to decide if they are
constitutional.
This would solve the problem of letting By-laws
through which conflict with the constitution, yet it would
keep BOA out of the legislative area of student govern
ment.

'RUN FOR YOUR LIVES!

—^Campus
Kronser opposes some revisions
To the editor:
It is very apparent that we are
at a point in time when students
are demanding change. This is
happening at all levels, and in
cludes many changes that
directly affect not only the
students but the way that their
student government is run. To
handle some of the demands for
change, a Constitutional Revision
Committee was formed. On the
Senate
ballots
today
and
tomorrow, you will be asked to
vote on changes it has suggested
in the ASOCE constitution. I am
strongly urging you to vote no on
these changes. The reason being
that I feel they are not in the best
interest of students or student
government.
The majority of changes are
small and I am not adverse to
them, in fact some I support

Mom 's Day
supported

The OCE Lamron is a student newspaper published at noon Thursdays except during
exam week and vacation periods fall, winter and spring terms. The Lamron is not
published dur.ng summer session. The Lamron is published by the Associated Students of
Oregon College of Education and printed by the Polk County Itemizer Observer.
re.presen,s no

Action of this college. Letters submitted to the editor must

WewXn Sn o'nea stedofeSS °',he rtwr',erK1Le,,ers
should be no longer than 300 words,
, ... . ° e s,de of Pa9e and double spaced. Anonymous letters will not be
t

To the editor:
In regard to your letter of last
week pertaining to the actions of
the male police persons attending
classes at the police academy, we
also would like to share our
thoughts and observations. We
have noted the juvenile and heman appearances that these
cops take on. Frankly, we are
scared that they are going to be
the future policemen of America.
Granted, we imagine that there
are very nice police students, but
as always the majority over
powers the minority. It is too bad
that the exception is not the rule.
We do not appreciate the
remarks made as we are walking
by on our way to the dining room.
The comments are too gross to
print, but one thing is certain: we
don't like them. Please keep

Music appreciated
To the editor:
I would like to commend the
music department for a couple of
exceptionally fine programs this
month.

LAMRON STAFF
Editor

Asst. Editor
Business Manager
Sports Editor
St°tt

' —stances than^
Nine month subscription rate is S3.50.
Address College Center, Monmouth, Ore. 97361. Telephone 838 1171 or 838-1220 ext. 347.
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The ASOCE constitution is the
backbone of our student govern
ment. It deserves, no, demands
the full attention of the electorate
before being altered. Which is
why the clause allowing for
change to be votedon in a general
election should be voted down.
However, my biggest com
In Article IV, Section I the plaint lies with the Board of
constitution has been changed so Administration to give formal
that if the ballot measure is recommendation to any proposal
approved,
constitutional
by-law change. By-laws by
amendments may be made by definition are rules for the in
either a general or special ternal
workings
of
an
election. Now, as I understand organization and are designed to
our constitution, changes should be changed in the course of a
go to a special election. For meeting if necessary. Instead,
example, this election you are to the proposal would not allow
vote on your next year's senators changes to be made in a Senate
and these revisions. My fear is meeting. Indeed, it would take a
that so much attention will be BOA meeting and another senate
placed the election of Senators meeting before any by-laws
that the constitutional revisions change could take effect. And this
will only get a cursory glance. is not why we have by-laws! This
change would take away the
flexibility that Senate needs in
order to do the work of the
students.
My other reason for wishing
them to yourselves. We do not defeat of this ballot measure is
appreciate the stares that are that in an earlier change, the
received when we are in the Board of Administration will
dining area. No, we are not become the judicial branch of
paranoid. Unfortunately, this is a ASOCE. Yet if they approve by
laws, they will be involved with
harsh vision of reality.
To these individuals we make a legislative action. How can the
Board of Administration be
plea: grow up.
allowed to do both? Answer: We
Sincerely,
cannot allow it to!
As your Senate ChairpersonJanine Alice Sarti, Landers 388,
I
am
after
the
Linda Joann Brockey, Landers elect,
smoothest
way possible in
385,
Debra Jean Sandau, Landers 388, which to help your student
Lauri Kae Lerwick, Landers 385, government. And as necessary as
these proposed
Debra K. Thomas, Landers 323, change is,
changes are not the ones we neea.
Julie Reinhart, Landers 323,
Debra Anne McGeorge, Landers Please vote NO on the con
will,
322,
stitution
ouiuuuu revisions
icviaiuuo that
uiwi you
j
find on your ballots today an
Janice Trotter, Landers 322,
Corrine Elise Butzin, Landers, tomorrow.
385,
Sincerely yours
Patti Jenkins, Landers 449,
Dwaine A. Kronser
Debbie Riddle, Landers 418.
ASOCE Business Manager

strongly. However, since we
students are asked to vote on the
entire package,Imust ask you to
vote no on the ballot measure.
There are two sectionsI disagree
with strongly. They are Article
IV, Section I, and Article IV,
Section 4.

Police discourteous

Trackman speaks out
To the editor:
sports editor said that he was
As a member of the OCE track surprised that the men's track
team I would like to comment on team did not "stink" this spring.
the section about the track team Even though it was in the sports
in "From the Stands" in the April editor's column, and as such is
22 issue of the Lamron, where the his opinion, it was also in the
school's paper. And for his first
acknowledgement in that column
that OCE has a men's track
team, it seemed rather harsh.
For instance, I am sure that
some member did indeed say
that, "as a team, we'll stink."
However, there is no mention
made of the status of the source.
To the editor:
If he is a freshman or a first-year
Moms' Day is May 15, and the transfer, I hardly think he is
OCE Mothers' Club urges you to competent to make a sound
notify your mothers, if you have judgment on the team's potential.
not, of this special day on cam Even if he is not a freshman or a
pus. Please do this by filling out transfer, the coach of a team is
address cards, obtainable at the usually a more creditable source.
office of the College Center.
In a previous article the sports
Norma
Paulus,
state editor said that there was no
representative, will speak at the comment from the men's track
Mothers' Club business meeting;
coach
because
he
was
and there will be election of of unavailable
for
comment.
ficers. Therefore, a good at Unavailable that is, except from
tendance is desired.
3 to 5 every afternoon, Monday
Helga Behr
through Friday, at the track
Publicity Chairman
holding practice, where most
OCE Mothers' Club
coaches are during their season.
4880 Jones Rd. S.E.
Greg Proctor
Salem Ore. 97302
Butler Hall Rm. 8

IT'S HUBERT HORATIO TORTOISE!'

Photographers

Cecilia Stiles
Qena Minafo
Cris Vaughan
Steve Geiger
Pat Stimac, Terri Schmidt,

Lee Kelley, Kim Carter,
Joan McClary, Mark Bogart
Terry Dare Betty King
Daryl Bonitz, ,
Bob Dodson, Don Baldwin

The ballot measures will be
presented as individual item8,
not as a package. -Ed.

Mozart's "The Marriage of
Figaro," directed by Ewan
Mitton, was not only well sung,
but also extremely well acted and
beautifully paced; it was a
delight!
Then this week we were treated
to a thoroughly professional twopiano recital by Ruth Million and
William Punke. They worked so
well together that it is to be hoped
that we will soon enjoy them
again.
Maurine Phelps
Humanities Department

GIVE A HOOT
DON'T POLLUTE^
Land

police have hardest roles

C « /nc,/

by BETTY KING
Lamron staff
n/r^nmniith
buivort
,
Monmouth
lawyer
Joseph
penna explored the areas of
criminal law and criminal rights
jn the third segment of the weekly
informational law seminar last
Wednesday.
penna sees this segment as the
broadest part of law, as "well as
the most dynamic and changing,
pecause of the changes taking
place in criminal law, he feels
that police officers have the
hardest roles, as they must be
informed of any revisions con
cerning the handling of suspects
and arrests.
In exploring criminal law
some terms must be defined:
An arrest occurs when an of
ficer takes a suspect into custody,
either verbally or physically,
with the purpose of charging him
with an offense.
A confrontation differs from an
arrest, in that the suspect is only
being stopped for questioning. An
officer may ask questions, but the
suspect is not obligated to answer
them. The suspect may be
"frisked" if the officer has
reason to suspect a concealed
weapon.
A
Supreme
Court
decision gives him this right, but
only if there is reasonable
suspicion.

If a suspect is placed under
arrest, it is important that he
does not resist. Doing so is
against the law. If a suspect has
been falsely arrested, there are
laws to protect him.
Police officers are not the only
persons who can perform an
arrest. Anyone witnessing a
crime may make a private or
citizen's arrest. Penna cautioned
that no one should attempt a
citizen's arrest unless the crime
is actually committed in the
presence of the arresting citizen.
The citizen may be charged with
false arrest if he arrests someone
without just cause.
A merchant in a store who
suspects a theft has been com
mitted may also detain the
suspected shop-lifter and per
form a citizen's arrest.
Another type of citizen's arrest
may be performed in cases when
police do not have the right to do
so. For example, a landlord or
tenant may call the police over a
disturbance of the peace in the
building. In cases where there
are no clear causes for the police
to arrest the disturber, a citizen
Riay still do so. In making any
kind of a private or citizen's
arrest, Penna stresses the im
portance of turning the suspect
over to the police as soon as
possible.
Police officers may use a
warrant of arrest", a written
command signed by a judge or a
justice of the peace.
A warrant must name the
Person being arrested, state the
nature of the offense he is ac
cused of committing, order the
Cresting officer to bring the
Person in custody before the
court and specify the amount of
security for release.
An officer may arrest a suspect
without a warrant if he has
Probable cause to believe that
j|ne of three types of crimes has
been committed: a felony, a
Misdemeanor,
or
a
traffic
Elation.
Felonies
include
murder,
Jidnaping, burglary, larceny,
obbery and rape. They are
Punishable by imprisonment in
ue state penitentiary for more
Man one year.
A misdemeanor is punishable
y a sentence of one year or less,
includes city ordinance ofmaSeSu ^or
the offender
aY be sent to a municipal or

county jail.
felonies

and

J"3? be punishable bv iail ««
tences from sn Ha,,. a A
sen-

Place, both the^police'anj'the
SUThf' hrVe Certain r'8hts.
search P£e h3Ve the ri®ht to
person
and™- susPfct's
SUCh

occupied by",the suspect or^nS
his control, the police must S
have a search warrant.
If an officer wishes to gain
knock^nn an area' he has to
" 5, announce himself and
present a warrant. An excentinn
1S made if the officer har
nessed a crime and is in pursuit
,e susPect enters his home
A
Another exception is made if
there is the danger that evidence
concerning a crime will be
destroyed if the officers anof°drugs'™61™8'38

M

• Iff V*

stop and
and question
aiipstinn him. He
tt_ may
Stop
then arrest the suspect on Bail, or security release, will also explained that if the arrestee's
suspicion of drunken drivfng if he be decided on at that time.
security release was set at $5000,
finds probable cause.
The security release is set high
if he paid 10 per cent, he would

so as to prevent a possibly
lose $50. If the full $5000 were
dangerous suspect from leaving
suit against ^hVG the right to file too easily. The time factor is paid, he would have the whole
amount returned.
e arreSting officerForIT
important because a suspect may
The
law
seminar,
which
only be held in custody a total of
previously met on Wednesday,
dAPia.rtTheonstS
36 hours from the time booked to
will now be meeting on Thur
-rested mLtt° ^ ^ time released. This does not sdays.
Time remains at 7 p.m., in
include weekends and holidays.
the College Center Wallowa
searched
k*16 susPect may be
When
the
arrestee
has
been
searched, photographed, fingerRoom.
Due
to
conflicting
booked and bail set, he may then
printed and tested.
schedules, the seminar will not
In the event of a drunken appear in court for an arraign meet this week, but will again
ment and will be asked to enter a
meet on May 6. The topic for
plea.
beaVskgedTreStVthe *'
erform
discussion will be Teacher's
Anv r!f
f
certain tests.
Penna stated that a judge may
take these tests
Rights", emphasizing
rights
cannot h»
cannot be used against the not accept a guilty plea con between students and their
suspect when on triaf, but jf he cerning a felony or even a serious teachers.
misdemeanor. The judge may
Shkadkeachemical of his
brcafh
oreath, his
driver's license may ask about a lawyer and advise the
arrestee to plead not guilty.
be suspended for 90 days.
After being booked, the person
While being booked, the per in custody may be released under
son s possessions may be in certain arrangements, but must
An advisement meeting for all
ventoried. The jailer may assess return to appear in court.
elementary education majors
the money found in a wallet, but
will be held at 4 p.m. Thursday,
He may be released under his
he may not search through the own personal recognizance, with May 13 in Ed. 217.
Students needing advisement
items because the inventory is
a promise to appear in court at all
made solely to account for appropriate times or he may be in selecting courses and in
Property, and not to search for sent out under a conditional building schedules prior to preevidence. The exception is if the release, which defines limitations registration are urged to attend.
Several faculty advisors will be
suspect was arrested on a charge such as the avoidance of other
available.
of possessing drugs.
conspirators, or abstinence from
All
elementary
education
When a person is booked a drugs. He may also be released in
majors intending to enroll in Ed
record is made of it and sent to a the custody of another person.
361: Learning and Instruction in
main file in Washington, D.C The
The last option is a security
the
Elementary
School
records, referred to as "rap- release, or bail, set by the judge.
(elementary block) fall quarter
sheets", are designed only for In posting a security release, the
viewing by law enforcement amount is set by the court and must complete an interview.
Interviews will be held on
agencies. However, Penna noted can be contested by the arrestee
Monday, May 17 between 1 p.m.
that it is possible for officers to or his lawyer.
and 4 p.m. in Ed 217. A sign-up
pass on information from the
In arranging for a security
main file to employers, although release, the arrestee may deposit sheet is in the education building
employers have no right to the 10 per cent of the full amount, or a across the hall from Ed. 201
Only those students who have
information.
minimum of $25. In that case he
In addition to taking tests, a will lose 10 per cent of the posted completed the interview will be
suspect may also appear in an 10 percent. As an example, Penna considered for enrollment in
elementary block fall quarter
identification line-up, but can
Those who are arrested fakplv

H2AFTERARREST

Once

Howeverin^S

rights
low,
most dynamic

iH t
h
e C3Se

When a suspect is arrested
while in his car, officers may
perform a search on the car's
premises after the suspect's
arrest due to the mobility of the
car. Officers may make this
search in relation to the arrest for
reasons of protection in case of
concealed weapons.
The arrested suspect has rights
that must be honored. These
rights stem from a Supreme
Court decision, the Miranda case,
which grants the arrested person
protection. The person in custody
must have his rights read to him,
including the right to remain
silent, the right to an attorney,
which may be appointed by the
court if the suspect cannot afford
one, and also the warning that
anything said will be used as
evidence. The arrested person
must be asked if he understands
and may then sign a statement
saying he does.
Penna puts special emphasis
on the right to remain silent until
a lawyer is present. He cautions
those who have been arrested to
avoid saying anything selfmcnminating without an at
torney present. All a suspect
needs to give is his name and
address.
The definitions of an arrest and
a "stop and search" become
important because the suspect
does not need his rights read if
merely
stopped without
an
arrest.
A "stop and search" may turn
into an arrest if the officer sees
clear grounds for doing so. For
example, if an officer suspects a
driver of being drunk, he may

5

Meeting set

have his attorney present.
A line-up is constitutional
because the fifth amendment
applies mainly to verbal ad
mittance, and does not include
visual identification. It also does
not apply to blood tests or hand
writing analysis.
While
being
booked,
the
arrestee may make phone calls.

RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
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THE
HAGGLE HOUSE
(Experienced Merchandise)
Skiis & Ski Boots

Name .
Address.
City
State

Zip.

Open 6 days a week
10:00-5:30
till 7:00 on Friday
184 S. Main St.
Independence, Oregon
Phone 838-3366

Horrible Henry's
Spring Cheapies
Tues. 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.; Cheop Beer
69* Tequilla Sunrise, Shooters!!!
Thurs. 8:00 - 9:00 pm; Cheap Beer
69* Cocktail Specials!!!
Pool, Foos, Flippers, etc.
Gourmet Sandwiches Lunch/Dinner Daily
Oak Knoll Golf Course
Salem/Dallas Hwy.
378-0102

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
Explore the many challenging career
opportunities available to you as a Naval
Officer in today's modern Navy. Your Navy
Officer Team is available to discuss your
opportunities for leadership, responsibility
and professional growth in:

CIVIL ENGINEERING
NUCLEAR PROPULSION
AVIATION MAINTENANCE
BUSINESS/SUPPLY
See the officer information
team on campus.
College Center
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Open primaries opposed
by Senator Whipple
by DENA MINATO
Assistant editor
While petitions to put the open
primary on the ballot circulate
among OCE students, Senator
Blaine
Whipple,
democratic
candidate for Secretary of State,
visited the campus and voiced
his opposition to the concept of
open primaries.
In an earlier debate at Pacific
University where Senator Chuck
Hanlon
supported
open
primaries,
Whipple
said,
"Essentially the debate is bet
ween those of us who favor a
stronger, more disciplined and
ideologically
distinct
party
system, versus those who want a
weaker party system, which is
less ideological and. based more
on personalities."
Whipple feels his side wants to
strengthen the two parties to
make them more responsible to
the issues, and believes that
supporters of the open primary
feel parties have lost their
usefulness and the candidate is
more important than the party.
In Whipple's opinion the
traditional nominating system
builds political responsibility and
the new system would diminish
partisanship. He cited figures
showing that in 1974 47.5 per cent
of Oregon's voters participated in
the primary, compared to the 27
per
cent
participation
in
Washington, where there is an
open blanket primary system.
He concluded his argument by
saying, "Insure that Oregon's
politics remain clean, open and

accountable by exerting direct,
personal influence on party
choices and by your individual
participation in party affairs, not
by weakening the parties.
The 46-year-old senator, ser
ving his first term, worked on the
1972 Oregon McGovern for
President and the 1968 McCarthy
for president committees. He is
currently devoting time to the
Seanate task force on Public
Employment Retirement.
On issues of interest to students
and young people, Whipple voted
against lowering the drinking age
to 19. "I would have voted yes if it
was limited to beer; I am not
prepared to go all the way into
hard liquor," he said.
He
supports
collective
bargaining but is not sure about
giving students a vote. He
commented that students had a
very effective lobby in the last
session.
Speaking on the low voter
turnouts among the young
people, he feels the main factor is
that of age. He worked to pass the
18 year old vote, but now feels
students have too many other
things more compelling than
politics which dominate their
interests.
He believes that when people
grow older "voting takes on a
new concern for them."
To increase voter turnout in
general, he would like to see
increased
use
of
public
educational television to inform
people of the candidates and the
issues. He would also, if elected,

like to get the voters pamphlet
out sooner if possible.
As Secretary of State Whipple
would work to change Oregon's
budgeting
process
to
per
formance auditing. Programs
requesting • money would be
required to state objectives and
be expected to meet those goals.
Whipple would work for a
regional
primary
including
Montana, Nevada, Washington,
Alaska, Oregon and Idaho. He
would not want California in
cluded because he feels the large
state would dominate the can
didates' emphasis.
The state senator declined to
speculate on who would be the
next president of the United
States. However, at this time he
would predict a Democrat being
elected, based on what people tell
him. "Come September, issues
come into focus and politics are
so subject to changing moods.
Today I would say, yes, the
Democrats are going to win in
November."

Services held
Private services were held for
OCE student Donnie D. Tingle,
23, of Independence April 1 at
Virgil T. Golden Mortuary in
Salem. He died March 31.
Surviving are parents Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Tingle and
brother Larry, all of Madras.
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FRAME SHOPPE
Independence, Oregon

97351

Lots of Ready-Made Frames
Ovals of YOUR school Photos
Metal-Framing-Matting
Full-Service Custom Framing
Investment Quality Framed Art
Good Inexpensive Gifts Too
Give to a Friend to say
Thank You

Physics Meeting Saturday-The semi-annual meeting
of the Oregon section of the American Association of
Physics Teachers will be held in NS 103 Saturday. The
meeting will begin at 9 a.m. and continue until 3:30 p.m.
Dance Slated-Landers Hall is sponsoring "Magnum"
to play Saturday in the OPE Gym. Admission is $1 per
person for the dance, which starts at 9 p;m. The soccer
club is sponsoring "Power Play" for May 8.
Bible Study Tonight-The Baptist Student Union is
sponsoring a Bible Study tonight at 6 p.m. in the College
Center Wallowa Room. The study is led by Pat Greene,
Oregon State University and OCE's Union director.
Everyone is invited to attend.
Physical Plant Schedules Open House-The OCE
Physical Plant will hold an Open House from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Friday, May 21. The purpose of the open house is to
acquaint the campus with the physical plant's facilities
and employes. Refreshments will be served.
Older Students to Meet-Students over 25 will meet for
lunch at noon Monday in the College Center TV Room.
Hike / Bike Set-A hike / bike to benefit programs for
mentally retarded citizens will be held May 22. Infor
mation and sponsorship forms may be obtained by
calling 838-5045.
Paving Petition Out-There is an anti-paving petition,
concerning OCE's parking lots, in front of the ASOCE
office in the College Center. The purpose of the petition
is to stop the Administration from spending $60,000 of
student incidental fees on the paving of campus parking
lots.
Mentally Handicapped Offer Friendships-The men
tally handicapped adults residing in Monmouth
welcome and desire your involvement and contact. Why
not share a baseball game, a movie, a Saturday af
ternoon, or a fishing trip with a new friend? For more
information, call ext. 291 or 838-2277 any evening.
Group to play-The B.W. Beer Band from South
Whidbey Island, Wash., will play at the Stone Lion this
Friday and Saturday. Dave Griffith and Eston Way, the
lead guitar and drummer from Skytrain, are now
members of theis band.

w
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Composers Concert Set-Mu Phi Epsilon will sponsor
an American Composers Concert at 8 p.m. Monday in
the Music Hall Auditorium. The concert will involve
students as well as faculty and will also feature student
compositions. The program will go from eafly
American in the days of slavery to contemporary
American music.
Law Seminars Changed —The Wednesday night lav
seminars have been changed to 7 p.m. Thursday nights
in the College Center. Tonight's topic will be "Women
and the Law." Next week's topic will be "Teacher
Rights and Responsibilities Under Oregon Law, What is
a Teacher Allowed to do?"

STUDENTS

Bring in your matting & have it
professionally Bevel-cut while
you wait for $1.00
jv

Seminar Features Graduates-Graduate students John
Meyer and Dan McLain will speak on "Teaching
Experiences in South Australia" as a part of the evercontinuing Natural Science Seminar series. The
discussion will be held Tuesday at noon in NS 103. Bring
a sack lunch. Doughnuts and coffee are available.

May Day Lectures End Tonight --"The 1976 Elections:
Communist Party Analysis," the last in the May Day
lecture series, will be given by guest speaker Calvin
Harris from the University of Oregon at 7:30 P"1tonight in Ed 217.

HOURS

10-5 Tues.-Fri.
io-4 Sat.
Closed Sun.-Mon.
Behind Kent's Jewelers

May Day Celebration Set - A May Day celebration
will be held in the Monmouth Park Saturday and Sunday, May 1 and 2. It is being sponsored by the Monmouth
May Day Committee. Everyone is invited to come
celebrate worker's unity and to bring toys and picnl
baskets. Local entertainment will be provided.
^ov'e
Show -The movie version of J®?1!
e'» !:es Main Sa,es' Red Hands, with Engl'*}
SKf-!6?: ^ be shown at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, May 4
Ed 217. It is sponsored by the OCE French Club. Ticket*
will be available at the door at the price of 75 cents
students and $1 for non-students. Refreshments will °e
available.
D

•
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Best foot forward

Area Walkathon set

by TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron staff

baseball COncertS' soccer and
and iS 8 m6S' ten"sPeed bikes
the PMk pPnZf 3Wait winners in
County March of Dimes
Waif
T a® 2°"mile walk wi»
be
heldTi
oe held Saturday,
May l
Prospective walkers have been
gathering pledges for this third
ual W3lk for several weeks.
p""
H edges support the March of
Dimes by sponsoring the walker
for each mile he completes
Last year the Polk County
u,
Walkathon brought in over ten
thousand dollars.
aria6 walkers are generally
grade school and junior high
students. However, high school
students, college students and
community membes also par
ticipate.
^
GOTTA HAVE SOUL •• These four rAnf>«i u- «_
"It's a fantastic thing to me
stu<jents will join
many others this Saturday Mav 1 for th
that the kids will volunteer and
March of Dimes
Walkathon Ticketo conS *°"t
give up time for the March of
and
baseball games and ten speed bikes will be
S™68-" said Bob Geisler,
the winners of the 20-miie
^ToZ'w Walkathon chairman.
bach to Dai,as.Last year's Wafkathon grSslelmlreZZTooZ"'
To create competition and
bring in more money, challenges
are set up between two groups to
see who can raise the most
money. The Independence Fire
Department is challenging the
Monmouth Fire Department
Last
year
the
Monmouth
department brought in more
money, with the chief alone
bringing in over $600.
The walk begins in the Dallas
Harpsichordist Edith Kilbuck works of Bach for violin and
City Park with registration from
of Lewis and Clark College will harpsichord.
present an evening of music by
She has been the soloist and 8:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. The actual
Johann Sebastian Bach at 8 p.m. principal harpsichordist at the walking will begin at 9 a.m.
Sunday May 2, in the Music Hall Eugene Summer Festivals since Walkers completing the entire 20mile walk will travel to Mon
Auditorium.
1971. She received her bachelor's
The program
of
Bach's ' degree from Lewis and Clark, her mouth and back to Dallas.
Refreshments,
including
keyboard compositions includes master's from Julliard School of
oranges,
hot
dogs
and
soft
drinks,
"Capriccio on the Departure of Music and is completing her
the Beloved Brother," "Partita" doctorate at the University of will be given to the walkers when
the event is completed.
and several fugues from "The Oregon. She has studied in
Many prizes will be awarded to
Well Tempered Clavichord."
Vienna,
Italy and Czecho the walkers. Prizes will be given
Kilbuck recently recorded with slovakia.
to the oldest walker, youngest
violinist Endre Granat all of the
The recital is free of charge. walker, walker with the most

Kilbuck schedules

pledges, walker with the most
money, the fastest walker and
others. Runners-up will also be
awarded prizes.
Prizes to be given away include
tickets to a rock concert, tickets
to a Portland Mavericks baseball
game and a Portland Timbers
Soccer game. The walker
collecting the most money will
win a ten-speed bike. Other prizes
have been donated by A&W,
Antonio's Pizza in Dallas and the
Dallas Drive-in Theatre.
"It has been successful for the
past two years," said Geisler. T
expect this year will also be
successsful."
Many groups are donating time
to help during the Walkathon,
including the National Guard, the
Lions Club and the IndependenceMonmouth Jaycees. More help is
still necessary to run the walk.
Volunteers are needed at the
beginning of the walk to help get
the participants started, ac
cording to Geisler. Help is also
needed at the two check points
where walkers must check in.
Volunteers will not have to
work all day, as there will be
relief help. "We'd really like to
have 20 more bodies, male or

harpsichord concert

female, large or small," said
Geisler.
Anyone interested in helping
out at the Walkathon can contact
Geisler until Friday afternoon at
Central
High
School
in
Independence. 838-0480.

Positions
available
The Outdoor Program and
ASOCE are looking for a director
and two assitant directors for the
1976-77 school year.
The assistant will hopefully
have a salary of $700, with the
assistants being on work study,
according to retiring director,
Lauren Burch.
Applications are available in
the ASOCE office. Deadline for
applying is noon May 14.
Senate will appoint students to
the positions at 3 p.m. May 17 in
the College Center Oregon Room.
More information can be ob
tained at the Outdoor Program
Office, located in the ASOCE
offices.

Trombonist Taylor
plans junior recital
Trombonist
Dave
Taylor,
Salem, will present his junior
recital Tuesday, May 4, at 8 p.m.
in the Music Hall auditorium.
He will be accompanied on the
piano and harpsichord by Nancy
May, Eugene, in selections by
Sanders, Hyden and Galliard.
Three other trombonists, all of
Salem will join him in a chorale
by Brahms and a suite by Flor

Peters. Other members of the
quartet are John Hammond,
Mike Bevington and Regan Wickman.
Taylor, a graduate of Sprague
High School, is majoring in music
education. He has played in the
college's concert band, jazz
ensemble,
brass
quartet,
chamber orchestra and summer
orchestra.

ASOCE ASSEMBLIES
PRESENTS

THE MISSISSIPPI
DELTA BLUES BAND
May 5
8:00 p.m

FREE 111

College
Center
Coffee
Shop
Page 7
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At Wednesday concert

Blues band featured

THREEPENNY -- Dennis Engblom, Robin Sussman, Bart Byrne
and Connie Wold continue in their roles in "The Threepenny
Opera" at Pentacle Theatre in Salem through Saturday, May 1. The
show will also be performed May 7 and 8. Curtain is at 8:15 p.m.
and tickets are available at Stevens and Sons and at the door.

May Day activities set
Carl Harris of the University of
Oregon, a member of the United
States Communist Party, will
speak tonight at the final May
Day lecture being sponsored by
the OCE May Day Committee.
Harris' topic will be "1976
Elections: A Communist Party
Analysis."
He has written several articles
on black power. His lecture will
provide an explanation of the
Communist
Party's
un
derstanding of what social and

political forces and issues are
actually involved in the coming
national elections in November.
Harris has written several
articles on black power.
May Day Festivities will
continue through Saturday and
Sunday, when
a
workers'
celebration will be held in the
Monmouth Park. It is being
sponsored by the committee.
Everyone is invited to attend and
local entertainment will be
provided.

The Mississippi Delta Blues
Band will be appearing in the
College Center Coffee Shop at 8
p.m. Wednesday. Those who
haven't heard of the Mississippi
Delta Blues band, and like downhome style blues, have been
missing out on something.
The MDBB, which consists of
Lee "Tennessee^' Crist, lead
vocalist and mouth organ (blues
harmonica); Eddy Lang, lead
guitar and vocalist; Dennis
Washington, drummer and Greg
Hills, bass guitar, came from the
Mississippi Delta region, which
lies between the Mississippi and
Yazoo Rivers south of Memphis
and north of Vicksburg.
The area has been long known
as a source of America's "most
moving and original folk music."
These men turn out the music
that has remained unchanged
since the 19th century, when the
slaves were forbidden to play the
drums or horns. Instead, black
musicians turned to the soulful
stringed instruments and vocals.

Urban styles grew from the Delta
tradition.
The Delta region has turned out
many outstanding blues artists in
B.B. King, Muddy Waters,
Walter Vinson, and John Lee
Hooker. They were all born
within a few miles of each other,
and carry on a tradition in the
utmost of style.
TJ Associates of Palo Alto,

Three speakers place
Christensen who also reached
finals in senior expository
speaking.
Other finalists were Susan
Fischer, in senior oral in
terpretation, and Karen Clifford
in senior oratory.
Twenty-seven schools com
peted in the three-day tour
nament hosted by the University
of Montana. Five states, Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, Utah and
Montana, were represented.
The
tournament
was
dominated by the smaller Oregon
schools. The sweepstakes trophy
went to Mount Hood Community
College. Eastern Oregon State
College placed second overall.
cover current and up-coming OCE was in third place at the
issues, such as the incidental fee finish of the individual events
proposal,
budgeting
and although some crucial debate
rounds remained after the OCE
government structure.
squad departed Saturday night.
Seventeen OCE speakers at
The retreat will be from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Saturday, and from tended the tournament.
noon to 5 p.m. Sunday. Refresh
ments will be served both days,
and a potluck dinner is planned
Sunday.

Three members of the OCE
speech team brought home
trophies from the Big Sky
Tournament held in Missoula,
Mont, last weekend. Three
speakers also reached the final
rounds of competition.
The team's only first place
trophy went to Dan McCauley in
senior
division
expository
speaking.
Brenda
Getchell
placed second in junior division
oral interpretation. Third place
in senior impromptu went to Tim

Retreat scheduled
OCE students will have the
opportunity to become better
acquainted with the power and
organization of student govern
ment at the ASOCE retreat
Saturday, May 8 and Sunday
May 9 in the College Center.
The purpose of the retreat is to
orientate newly elected senators
and to answer questions students
may have. The meetings will

Bike rally scheduled | Benefit set for Monday
The second annual Outdoor
Program Bike Rally and or
race will begin in front of the
College Center at 10 a.m.
Saturday.
The race course will make the
33.5 mile Buena Vista Ferry loop.
One trophy will be awarded to the
first biker to cross the finish line.
The rally will be in two courses,
a short 16.5 mile course,7 and a

long 33.5 mile course. Trophies
will be awarded for the first,
second and third place winners
for both courses.
The entry fee for both events is
25 cents for OCE students and 50
cents for non-OCE students.
Entry forms and information
are available at the Outdoor
Program office located in the
ASOCE offices.

Calif., is presenting the MDBB.
John Bockers, in a review of the
concert MDBB played at LinnBenton Community College, said
"unlike their earthy instruments
and easy-going manner, they told
us an all too familiar story, that
of heartache and lament."
Heartache and lament make the
blues what they are, the musical
pit of hard times.

The OCE music department
will present a scholarship benefit
concert Monday, May 10, at 8
p.m.
in
the
Music
Hall
auditorium.
The concert will be a recital of
16th, 17th and 18th century music
for harpsichord, oboe, recorder,
lute and soprano. Giving the
performance will be John Doan,
lute;
iuie, Mary
mdiy liuli,
Lott, oboe;
uuoe; Ruth
nuu

^''"'"""""IIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIIIHIIIMIIIMIIMIIMHIMIIMMIHIIHIMMIMMIIIIIIIMIMMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIHMMIIIIU:

Million,
harpsichord;
Ewan
Mitton, soprano, and Marion
Schrock, alto recorder. All are
music faculty members.
Selections will include com
positions by Telemann, Handel,
Vivaldi, John Dowland and
Hotteterre and 16th century
dances for solo lute.
Tickets will be sold only at the
door, but reservations should be
made with the College Center
office, 838-1220, ext. 261. Prices
are $1.50 for adults and 75 cents
for students.

Student art
exhibited

A public reception to celebrate
the opening of the OCE student
art show will be held from 3
p.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday, May 2 in
Campbell Hall Gallery 107.
Eight
students
will
be
presented awards for outstanding
pieces in the show. They are Kay
Held, Jenny Mantisak, Diana
Behr, Phil Fishwick, Marilyn
Horn, Julie Harmon, Michael
Gwinup and Elizabeth Widmen.
The 66-piece show will open
Sunday and run through May 31.
Gallery 107 is open 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.

| Movies slated next week
Next
week's
Bicentennial
forum topic focuses on the
"rugged individualist," with
three movies scheduled.
"Natural Timber Country" will
be shown Monday at 10 a m
noon, and 2 p.m. in the
Willamette Room. The 53 minute
color
documentary
presents
early logging in the Pacific
Northwest.
Tuesday movie about the
Columbia River, "The Great
S

River of the Northwest" is
featured at noon and 2 p.m. in the
Willamette Room.
Sam Houston's struggle to
keep Texas in the Union is por
trayed in Thursday's Profiles in
Courage film at noon in the
Willamette Room.
Coordinator of the events,
Gregg Hamilton said that no
speakers were scheduled because
several talks are planned as part
of Chicano Cultural Week and he
didn't want the events to conflict-
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Group members, from left to right: Mike Eby, Larry Baird, Mark McCune, Steve Brandt
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Old Gym
Admission $1
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MAGNUM

Fresh Flowers and Plant
Arrangements Made to Please You

MAY 1

"Say it with flowers - Ours / /
Evening Calls Welcome
415 llth St., Independence

9-12
Sponsored by Landers Women
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Martin tired of

OCE needs Black studies program
by DENA MINATO

Claiming that OCE perpetuates
racism by ignoring black studies,

Martin made his final adjreSs as Black Liason for the
gnority Affairs office Tuesday
la his talk, Blacks in America:
out Country Right or Wrong."
The talk was the first of three
scheduled this week for the
Bicentennial forum topic, "A
Sense of Belonging," which
focussed on minority problems.
Martin, who has spoken up for
Blacks on campus for several
years, says he is done with OCE
jnd is now concentrating on
getting his education and leaving
to move into "the real world and
leave those who want to stay here
la the myth."
Curt

he f?eiastteaTt0Clear Up what
Martin began hisSbv^?"8'
not h*31 ? cks came t<f America
not by choice and tried to leave

&S. "topped * .5K

historyTSs to th^poimTn
e
SlaVe trading beSan
a^dsaTd
and said, "R
Racism then began
to
perpetrate." The myths about
blacks being genetically inferior
and evil descendents of Cain also
began to be widespread.
Early
in
the
nineteenth
century black people attempted
to go back to Africa and settle
there since eight African tribal
kings had granted them land to

nni ^
AWeVer' Martin Panted
: tb® Americans stopped this
with the justification that the
blacks where expanding into land
that was not their own.
ioIhlS.Teme Court ruIed in
1954 that desegration should take
place with all "deliberate speed, and Martin emphasized
that it has not taken place yet.
ne year later, the law was
reinterpretated and blacks were
then required to pass a test to be
allowed to attend white schools.
Martin cited the example of
James Meredith, who wanted to
attend Mississippi University and
was only able to when ac
companied by 274 U.S. marshalls
on his first day of school.

Monmouth Ave. not dead
by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff

from the seven state universities

Any student, faculty member
or administrator interested in
meeting
the
same
committee
will
Closing Monmouth Avenue has
netting up a priority list. seeing the avenue closed may
once again hit the spotlight as the
write letters to their legislators at
issue begins on a long trail to the Whether the perimeter road is home as well as in the Monmouth
funded
or
not
may
depend
on
Oregon Legislature.
where Monmouth Avenue falls on area. Interested persons can also
In order for the avenue to be that
write to Mr. Louis B. Perry,
list.
closed a new road must be built.
A similar project was funded Chairman of the State Board
The project requested by the
on
Finance,
OCE Administration would in by the 1969 Legislature but before Committee
bids could be taken for con Administration and Physical
volve building a perimeter road
struction of the new roads, funds Plant, 1100 S.W. 6th, P.O. Box 711,
on the north boundary of the
were withdrawn because of a Portland, Ore. 97207 and urge
campus that would join up at its state financial emergency.
support of the perimeter road
end with Church street. Such a
The project has received project so that
Monmouth
project would cost $215,000 if the sympathy from OCE President Avenue can be closed.
legislature decides to fund it.
Leonard Rice, the Chancellor's
Today the State Board Com staff and from various members
Interested students may also
mittee
on
Finance,
of the legislature and appears to sign the Close Monmouth Avenue
Administration and Physical be receiving the same, if not Petition which will be near the
Plant will be reviewing a list of greater sympathy this time Senate Election Ballot Box in the
Capital Construction requests around.
ASOCE Office.

and colleges. At their June

Martin Luther King gave his
famous 4'I Have a Dream"
speech in 1963 at Washington D.C.
and only because the late
President John F. Kennedy sent
for him. The next year the Civil
Rights Act was passed and
Martin credits this to "the mood
of the times."
"Now in 1976 we're still fighting
for the same things guaranteed to
us as Americans and by the act in
1964," criticized Martin. "This is
our country and we do belong
here."
More blacks than whites in
proportion, according to Martin,
have died in every war ever
fought by this nation. "In the
Revolutionary War we fought for
the same ideals but never got the
benefits for it."
Martin cited education as a
main reason for many of the
problems black people face. They
are not accepted or adequately
trained by white schools but lack
ed the money and qualified black
teachers to run their own schools.
"We're caught in a cultural
bind," said Martin. "Either you
stay with your own group and fail
to get an education or you change
sides to receive and education by
the whites and are called a 'torn'
by your own people."
Coming down hard on OCE,
Martin said the school has shown
no effort to seek out a person to
run the black minority office and
feels this is a definite sign of
discrimination.
He added that he has been told
that the college doesn't need
black studies because most of the

Vets administrator cuts hours 1

Cambridse

teachers coming out of OCE don't
get jobs in urban areas. Martin
won't accept this argument
because racist attitudes exist in
all areas and points out that in the
Portland school district black
youngsters are bussed to the out
lying areas where OCE grad
uates are teaching.
"OCE needs black studies
because we need somebody to tell
somebody about us," urged
Martin. All students have to go by
in an area where they are not
exposed to black people is what
they read in texts and hear on the
media and Martin doesn't feel
this is adequate.
Martin did praise Kenneth
Holmes for his class in minorities
in American History and Joe
Soldati for his Black Literature
class.
Opening up his talk for
questions and comments, Martin
got some feedback from Dean of
Faculty Bert Kersh who attended
the speech. Kersh agreed with
Martin that whether a person
teaches in a predominantly black
area or a rural area he or she
could gain a lot from black
studies.
Martin ended his last official
talk as a spokesman for the Black
Students on campus on a note of
frustration with the system. He's
tired of the runaround and is
moving on.
A member of the audience
commented, "Who's going to
carry the ball now?" and was
answered enthusiastically by
another "Everybody."

Bookstore

Lancaster Mall
Declining enrollments at OCE
and other Willamette Valley
schools will cause a major
reduction in coverage at OCE by
the Veterans Administrative rep
resentative Fred Brown.
Brown's office, located in the
Cottage, will be staffed full time
by either himself or a work-study
student, but Brown will only be at
OCE from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Monday and Wednesday. Until
just a few weeks ago Brown was
on campus four days a week.

The remainder of the week's
schedule will have work-study
students staffing the office. They
will be able to help with most of
the routine problems. "If a
matter
is
complicated
or
urgent," according to Brown,
"the work study people will be
able to contact me."
When the vet program was
established, planners felt that
one vet representative per 500
veterans would be adequate
coverage. Brown's job was to
cover the over 500 veterans

Festival explained
Followers of Baha'u'llah will
meet at 8 p.m., Monday, May 3
in the College Center Willamette
room to share stories and in
cidents in the life of Baha'u'llah.
They are currently celebrating
foe Festival Riduau. During the
kst days of April in 1863 a
prisoner and exile left the city of
Baghdad to pitch his tent in a

ASOCE
Presents
May 3

ABSENT
MINDED
PROFESSOR
Pacific Room
College Center
""""SXSSSKSfSCJKSSSSSSSSJCSSSSSC
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garden on an island in the Tigris
River. The prisoner's name was
Baha'u'llah and it was here that
he announced to a group of
disciples that he was the
Manifestation of God for the New
Age.
Baha'u'llah designated the 12
days he spent on the island as the
Festival of Riduau or the Festival
of Paradise.

enrolled at both OCE and
Willamette College in Salem. The
drop of veterans enrolling at
OCE to 350 has caused a shift that
will send Brown to Oregon State
University two days a week.
Brown was optimistic that the
cuts would cause no over
whelming problems. He said 4'the
only real loss will be in the "drop
in" atmosphere of my office. Now
the student will have to plan when
he will stop in to be sure I'm
here." He emphasized that if a
Wednesday or Thursday meeting
were impossible, the work study
students could help out.
For information concerning
veterans benefits or Brown's new
hours, students may contact him
in the Cottage either Monday or
Wednesday.

DARYL'S
SHOE SERVICE

362-3236
Come in and browse .
We have a wide
selection of

Hardbacks Paperbacks Cliff Notes Greeting Cards

ACTION
THEATRE

:

,

Knapp Shoe CounselorShoe Repair Gives Extra Wear

148 C Street
Independence, Ore. 97351

ASOCE Assemblies
Presents
•

•

•

Friday May 30
6:45 & 9:00

Jeremiah Johnson
Pacific Room
College Center

Double Features
8mm film rental
11-11 d a i l y
1-7 S u n d a y

Rate d

See
our
large
movie
arcade
books, magazines
& marital aids.
P h . 364-0792
175 C o m m e r c i a l N . E . , S a l e m
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Men's track team preparing for
Central Washington on Saturday
Strength in youth
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

While looking back over the school year this past
week, we've noticed that the majority of the OCE sports
teams have been winners. There have been only a few
losing teams, not enough to overshadow the winners,
such as the 9-1 football team, the 9-0 soccer team and
this spring's 5-0 women's track team and the thus-far 3-0
men's track team.
One of the main reasons that OCE has had so many
winning teams this year is the same reason that the
school will continue to win and win, during the next
three or so years anyway. The reason is the large
number of good freshmen that have turned up on
campus this year.
It all began last fall when four freshmen turned out to
be four of the top players on the football team. Greg
Shewbert was OCE's leading rusher and led the
Evergreen Conference in yards-per-carry with a 7.3
average. Mark Smith was one of the top receivers on the
team and Mark Ross, a high school teammate of
Smith's, turned out to be an important "third-man" in
the OCE backfield, teaming with Shewbert as OCE's
second-team running backs. Mark Newkirk was an
important part of the Wolf defensive line and was voted
Freshman of the Year, along with Shewbert after the
season.
This spring both Shewbert and Smith are on the men's
track team, Shewbert, a decathlete, throwing the
javelin, long jumping and pole vaulting, and Smith
running sprints. Shewbert had a 13'6" vault, a 45'10"
triple jump and a 148'11" javelin throw before breaking
his arm last weekend.
Two other freshmen track stars that first competed
for OCE last fall are Cindy Rogers and Scott Jacobs,
both long distance runners. The two were two of the
stronger runners on the women's and men's cross
country team a year ago and are running well on their
track teams this spring.
In the men's first meet this spring, Jacobs took third
in the mile with a 4:37.2 time and won the three-mile in
15:36.6. Rogers has been running the 880 and miles races
for the women's team this spring and has already set the
school mile record of 5:05.8. Rogers broke Debbie
Brunidge's record of 5:06.4, which she broke three times
last year as a freshman.
The two basketball programs-men's and women'salso had some good freshmen playing for them last
winter. The main freshman for the men's program is
Kip Archambault, who stands in the 6'6" range and was
the starting center on the JV team last winter. The
women have a promising future thanks partly to fresh
men Renne Lambrecht and Cindy Musgrove. Both
women are close to 6' tall and are good rebounders,
shooters and shot-blockers.
Another winter team that has one especially good
freshman is the wrestling team. Jeff Moseman, who
wrestled 167 for OCE this past year, looks like he has a
good future ahead of him.
Such as Doug Ousterhout, who set a school record in
the 440 intermediate hurdles last week and has been
winning events-the 100 yard dash, the long jump, the 120
highs and 400 intermediates, running legs in winnino
relay events-like they're going out of style. Ousterhout
has run the best 100 dash this year in the league-9 9 in
Ashland a few weeks ago.
Tim Rouhrier has teamed up with Ousterhout and two
^' n . t h e m i l e r e | av twice-in 3:27.4 and
3.32.2. George Christie ran a 10.5 100 and finished third
behind Ousterhout's 9.9 and race-walker Scott
Massinger finished second in that race in the OCE in
vitation two weeks ago. All are freshmen
The women's track team is loaded with other youno
talent. In addition to Rogers, Dawn Lacey has also been
doing well in short distance events, such as a second
ly ace in the two-mile in the season opener and a third
place last weekend at home in the mile. Mary Russell
won the mile last week and helped take second place in
the mile relay. Kathy Shattuck and Tracie Ranf have
o 0U x 9 u p i n s P r i n t events and the lonq iumo
witfv Ranf setting the school lonq jump record a few
weeks ago-18'3". Three freshmen have been doing weM
in field events :
Musgrove (third in the high jump,
fourth in the long jump last weekend), Lambrecht
(fourth in the shot and third in the javelin last weekend)
and Mary Flande, who throws discus and shot
Some may question whether or not the good crop of
freshmen this year really points toward more good
years. To quote Bing Crosby, "There's noooo doubt
about IT
Page 10

by JOAN McCLARY
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Last week's performances by
the OCE spikers were one step in
the final preparation for the full
team performance needed in the
upcoming meet against Central
Washington and the EVCo and
District meets to follow.
According to Coach Don
Spinas, the men have been
showing me good individual
performances in the last three
meets. But getting everyone to
perform well at the same time is
the problem. 4'Now we just need
to put it all together," Spinas
noted.
A few of these impressive
performances Spinas speaks of
were turned in last week. The
men competed in the Linfield
Invitational, a nonscoring meet
on Wednesday. Freshman Doug
Ousterhout broke his first school
record by running the 440 yard
intermediate hurdles in 53
seconds flat, 1.5 seconds off the
previous record held since 1972
by Pat Sutton. In the same meet,
N

'lllifil
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Lamron photo by Bod Dodson

Lamron
Sports
Ousterhout won the 120 yard high
hurdles in 14.8, his best effort of
the year, also bettered the
previous school record for fresh
men.
Junior Tony Bass brought
home an impressive 1:54.5
clocking in the half-mile to earn
second place and a personal best
this year, and freshman Van
Cleland pulled in a 49.6 in the 440
yard dash for second place and
the fastest time turned in for OCE
in the open quarter this year.
In the field events, OCE took a
1-2-3 sweep in the hammer, led by
winner Pat Healy with a throw of
146'2". Behind Healy was Mike
Fagan, throwing a distance of
137' even, and Tye Wilson, who
threw 128'5" for third place.
In the javelin, Rob Allen
hurled a second place throw of
192'8", followed again by Ken
t Nelson tossing the spear 187'5".
At the long jump pit Lee Reed
contributed his best jump of the
season over 21' 8V2" giving him
third place.
At the Mt. Hood relays on a cold
and wet Friday night the track
team placed second with 45
points, behind Spokane Com
munity College, which heavily

A Perfect
Diamond.

_

UP, UP AND AWAY - Arlan Howard of the OCE men's track team
flies through the air on the way to the long jump pit during a track
meet on the OCE oval earlier this month. Howard and his
teammates will host their second and final meet of the season
this Saturday afternoon against Central Washington. Track time
will be 1 p.m.

outscoring OCE with 150 points.
The other scores were: Mt. Hood
CC 39, Spokane Falls CC 34,
Clackamas CC 34, Bellevue CC
31, Yakima 29, Green River 29,
Linn-Benton CC 20, George Fox
16, Tacoma CC 13, Chemeketa CC
11, North Idaho 10, Olympic CC 2,
Southwestern Oregon CC 1.
The two-mile walk proved to be
the leading point winner for OCE
when Duke Henslee, Scott
Massinger and John Henslee
finished 1-2-3 for the event. Duke
Henslee completed the walk in
15:48.5, Massinger in 16:02.9, and
Duke's younger brother John
finished at 17:16.9.
Second place finishes were
awarded to Ken Nelson in the
javelin with a throw of 178', and
the sprint medley relay team of
Rob Souter, Wes Price, Rob Allen
and Tony Bass, running in a time
of 3:36.81.
The 440 yd. relay team of Doug
Ousterhout, Randy Kruse, Greg
Proctor and Rob Souter finished

in third place at 42.89, the same
time as the second place Spokane
Falls team. Also finishing in third
place, the mile relay team pulled
in a 3:22.4, the best clocking of
the season for OCE and the team
of Proctor, Ousterhout, Rid
Nickell and Van Cleland.
Looking toward this Saturday s
dual with Central Washington.
Coach Spinas admits "We will
have to have our best per
formances of the season to win
this meet. Last year we were
beaten by CW 113-49 and that's
the worst thumping I've ever
taken."
,1
According to Spinas, CW is
extremely strong in the distan
ces, which it should be possessing
this year's NAIA cross countrj
championship title. It also has
good crews in the discus, ham
mer and javelin. But the otne
events should be highly co
petitive, Spinas noted.
Competition begins att 1 f>•
this Saturday on the OCE tr

This week in sports
Thursday, April 29-Women's tennis vs. Oregon State, here at
3:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 29-Men's tennis vs. Chemeketa, in Salem at 2
p.m.
Thursday, April 29-Women's tennis vs. Oregon State.
Friday, April 30-Baseball vs. Southern Oregon, here at 3p- •
Friday, April 30«Golf in Mt. Hood Classic, at Mt. View oou
Club.
Fri.-Sat., April 30-May l--Women's track in Southern Area Meet
at Oregon State.
Saturday, May 1-Baseball vs. Southern Oregon, here at 12 noo.
(double header).
hern
Saturday, May l»Softball in OCE Invitational vs. Soutn
Oregon, Oregon, Oregon State and Portland State, he • j
Saturday, May 1-Men's track vs. Central Washington, here
P*m.
Monday, May 3--Baseball vs. Oregon Tech., here at I2 n
(double header).
at3
Tuesday, May 4--Women's tennis vs. Mt. Hood, in Gresha
Tuesday, May 4—Men's tennis vs. Lewis and Clark, in
at 3 p.m.

LeepsaKe
Registered Diamond Rings

*
*

*
PIT0L JEWELRY

363-2828
315 Court N.E.
s from $100 to $10,000

Trade-Mark Reg.

Come in and Check
Chenk nut
Out Our
Albums
Incense
Jewelry
Macrame
Also
REBUILT JEANS
5
ONLY
A PAIR

6.50
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Important baseball series'
scheduled for Friday-Monday
by STEVE GEIGER
GEIGER
Snnrtc editor
Sports
That most important weekend
0f the season that OCE's baseball
team was supposed to play
against Southern Oregon and
Oregon Tech at home two weeks
ag0 will finally be played this
Friday through Monday.
Tomorrow afternoon (Friday)
the team will play SOC in a single
game beginning at 3 p.m., and the
teams will clash in a
two
doubleheader Saturday afternoon
beginning at noon.
Next Monday the Wolves will
host OIT in another noon
doubleheader. The previous fivegame series scheduled for two
weeks ago was cancelled because
of poor field conditions.
The upcoming home stand
promises to be as dramatic as
any OCE will ever have. The
Wolves are tied for first place
with all three other teams in the
Southern
Division
of
the
Evergreen Conference.
Last
weekend OCE lost a single game
to Eastern Oregon to even the
teams' records at 4-4, while
league-leading SOC lost a pair of
games to last place OIT to even
their records at 5-5.Consequently,
all four teams are tied for first
place at .500.
The story of OCE's loss last
Friday in LaGrande was the
same story as most of its 7-11
season, a lack of pitching.
Leading 3-2 in the fifth inning,
starting pitcher Mike Simich and
reliefer
Gary
Butenschoen
allowed five runs, all with two
outs, and OCE went on to lose 7-3.
On Saturday
the
teams'
doubleheader was rained out.
Following the trip, only two
pitchers came home with earned
run averages less than 5.00, one
being
.
..... Ted Bennett with a -4.96
ERA. The ace of the st&ff, despite

•

a 1-9
a 1-2 rrecord,
is Dniia
Doug Pot-1
Carl
CCOrd, IS
_
has a 1.80 ERA.
Simich has worked the most
•nnmgsfor OCE, 35 1/3, bu™is

the bestarP5'6°HBUtenSchoern has
the best record on the team 1-0

X

hitter with an even .300 average
Joanis is leading the team in atbats with 80, runs scored with
16 and triples with three.

on the t a" EnA °f 519' th'rd'best
team Carl is the strike-out
,he
u
leader on the staff with 30 in 35
innings pitched.

el'y Parkin is batting .291
Pete Domagala, after going 4-4 in
2S1rand„e T
h'^"8
,276 and Tom Harrington is

hiHer J°hnson.is the leading OCE

fhe if .272'
three^°

series g.Tg ,nt0 the week*nd
leld ihf i S°n 18 hitting -384 to
eaeue! a™ and is one of the
u g.
leaders in the category
hh«IS a u° leading the team in
30' singles with 22
h ki
wZ fs ^ Six' runs hatted in
with 15 and total bases with 42.
Greg Smith, all-league and alldistrict in the outfield last spring
is hitting .318 andleading the club
in stolen bases with seven. Phil
Joanis is OCE's only other .300

pjf

Fri"y

Ken Bal1 is leading
h°me runs with

On defense, firstbasemanMike
Rooney is leading in put-outs with
150 and secondbaseman Steve
Hapkock is leading in assists with
64 and errors with nine.
As a team, OCE is hitting .258,
identical to its opponents' .258
accumulative
total.
OCE's
Pitching staff has a 4.87 team
ERA and has struck out 99 bat
ters and walked 98 in 160 2 3
innings pitched.

Softball record 3-2
Despite a cold, wet spring the predicted U O and OSU to be
OCE women's Softball team has tough competition for OCE.
managed to move five games into
The Wolves met Portland State
the season, standing with a University Monday under sunny
record of 3 wins and 2 losses.
skies, and defeated the Vikings 5Commenting on the team's 1. The JV's also handed a defeat
performance,
Coach
Carol to visiting PSU with a hard
Brownlow said "We have been hitting score of 19-18. The JV's
slow getting some rough spots are now 1-2, losing to UO 9-10,
worked out, but feel we are on our OSU 3-7 and defeating PSU 19-18.
way now and look for a very
OCE will host an invitational
competitive season."
tournament Saturday.
Apparently competition is what
Coach Brownlow is hoping for
they have had a taste of thus far. good weather and full team
In a double-header with OIT, the
strength after the recovery of
Wolves won both games with some early season injuries. The
scores of 7-4 and 8-0. Unfor schools attending the tournament
tunately, the challenge to the U of will be UO, PSU, SOSC, OIT and
O on April 13, proved to be a little OSU. Two games will be played
discouraging as the team lost to simultaneously beginning at 8:30
the Ducks 1-8.
a.m. The folloiwng games will
Playing host to OSU, April 21, start at 10:15 a.m. noon and 2:30
the team lost in a tight game with p.m. when the playoffs for first
the Beavers 5-6. Early in the through fourth places will be
season Coach Brownlow had held.

Stop by

Women down Pacific MAGOO's TAP ROOM!!
The women's tennis team
defeated Pacific University 5-4
last Friday for its single victory
in challenges to three schools last
week. The team lost to Lewis and
Clark 1-8, and U of O 1-8.
Early in the week the team's
strength was weakened with the
absence of Heidi Hartzell and
Leslie Sammis, both injured in an
auto accident. In the first match
with Lewis and Clark on
Tuesday,
Sandy
Stoenner
claimed a lone victory for OCE,
downing Patty Cleary, 6-4, 0-6, 75, as the team fell 1-8.
Facing U of O the following
day, OCE gave way to the Ducks
for the third time with Vickie
Kilgore posting the only win,

5

defeating Beth Nevue 7-5,7-5. The
Wolves lost 1-8.
The women hung together for a
challenge to Pacific University
Friday ending with a final score
of 5-4. Three wins were served up
on the singles courts. Sherri
Fobert defeated Elaine Yamane
6-1, 6-2, Lynn Weygandt won over
Melody Watral 6-7, 6-4, 7-6 and
LaRae Weiss downed Debbie
Mahoe 6-4, 6-2.
Fobert and Weygandt then
paired up for an 8-5 victory over
Yamane and Watral, while Weiss
formed a team with Cindy
Braund to outscore Mahoe and
Diane Krieger 8-5.
OCE will host Oregon State
University this afternoon at 3:30
p.m.

i

Independence, Ore.
We are now under new management,
have remodeled and added a

7 FOOT DIAGONAL ADVENT T.V.
for sports specials
FRIDAY at 6, see the

MUHAMMAD ALI - JIMMY JONES
&
KEN NORTON - RON SANDLER

fights!!!

*

"Complete
Office Supplies
Since 1891"

commercial
business

supply,

120 Commercial St. N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97301
503-363-3162

*33,500,000

Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

START GOING PLACES IN THE NAVY
As an officer in the U.S. Navy, you will
have a unique opportunity to gain experi
ence as a leader in the dynamic world of
ships at sea.
19 weeks of Officer Candidate School
prepares you for four years of meeting

daily challenges and facing the responsi
bilities of command at sea. Start at about
$10,500 and increase to about SI7.000 in
four years. The Navy has alot to offer. It's
not for everyone, but it may be right for
you. Contact the Navy Officer Programs
Representative.

Be someone special. In the Navy.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name.

College Center

Address.
City_

.State.

May 5

.Zip.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
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Women's track team completes 5-0 season
for third consecutive undefeated year
by STEVE
V E GEIGEH
Sports editor
The sun came out for OCE's
women's
track
team
last
Saturday
and
the
Wolves
welcomed the warm weather by
winning their own invitational
meet and extending their un
beaten string through three
complete regular seasons.
The women, 5-0 this spring, will
be in Corvallis this Friday and
Saturday to take part in the
Southern Area meet being hosted
by Oregon State.
Norma Pyle and Mary Russell
in the track events and an ex
cellent all-around performance
by OCE in the field events led the
Wolves to an easy 87 point victory
over second-place OSU last
Saturday.
Pvle scored 14 points by taking
a first, second, third and fifth
places in four events and Russell
scored 11 with a first and second
in individual events and having a
hand in a second-place relay
finish, to help OCE score 137
points to 50 for Oregon State.

400 meter hurdles of the year
veor
also, finishing in 71 seconds flat.
Two other bests were by Cheryl
Garrison in the 440 with a 66.0
seconds time, and Mary Flande's
89'912" discus toss.
OCE took 18 of 25 places in the
five field events, including a
clean sweep in the discus com
petition. In order, the meet
finishers in the discus read
Evelyn
Okeke
for
OCE
(132'8V), Judy Heidenrich for
OCE <123'l«V)f Betty Ledgerwood for OCE (118'5"), Jeanette
Balsbaugh for OCE (112'6"), and
Kathy Branton for OCE (109'5").
The Wolves picked up a
number of points in the long jump
with a first place 16'11" jump by
Tracie Ranf, followed by second
place Kathy Shattuck's J6'4V'
leap, Pyle's third place le'DV'
jump, and Cindy Musgrove's leap
of 15'5" for fourth place. Ranf,
Shattuck and Musgrove are
freshmen
and
Pyle
is
a
sophomore.
Along with her first place in the
discus, Okeke also took first in
the shot put with a 46'3" put.
Ledgerwood was second and
Renne Lambrecht took fourth.
In the javelin OCE took first,
third and fourth, with Marsha
Melvin, fourth in the nation in the
javelin last spring, winning the
event by tossing the spear
13711". Lambrecht was third and
Heidenrich fourth.

Other schools participating in
the meet were Simon Fraser with
19 points. Lane Community
College with 13, Clark College
with nine, Pacific with four, and
Clackamas Community College
with one. Umpqua and LinnBenton Community College's
failed to score.
According to Head Coach
In the high jump OCE finished
Jackie Rice, one of the main behind OSU and took third, fourth
factors that held the women back and fifth places. Musgrove and
from turning in an even better Charlene Schwanz tied for third
performance was the death with 4'10" and Pyle was fifth with
Friday afternoon of sprinter a 4'8" jump.
Tammy Griffith, who died in a
Russell turned in one of the
car accident near Helmick Park, better day's work on the oval by
six miles south of Monmouth.
winning the mile, finishing
"That had an effect on the second in the 880 to OCE's Joan
whole team," Rice said. "It was
McClary and helping the mile
an emotional drain, especially on relay "red" team finish second.
those who were closest to her."
Russell's mile time was 5:47.1,
Four
season
bests
were followed by Dawn Lacey for OCE
recorded for OCE in the meet. in third and Laura Wiles in
Pyle ran a 67.3 second 400 meter fourth.
hurdles race for her season best
Russell's second place 880 time
and it qualified her for the North was 2:27.9, not quite enough to
west qualifying tournament to be overtake McClary, who finished
held at Boise State in Idaho next in 2:26.6.
weekend.
McClary and Russell also
Linda Clapshaw ran her best teamed up with Garrison and

Sandv
Sandy Tunner
Tupper to take seeond
second
place in the mile relay while
Wiles, Lacey, Clapshaw and
Marsha Cooper formed OCE's
"gray " team and finished third,
giving OCE a 2-3 finish in that
event.
Debbie Brundige and Schwanz
also turned in first places in
running events for OCE. Brun
dige ran the two-mile in 11:20.3,
finishing ahead of second place
Clark College's Becky Henry by
2j2 laps, about 1,100 yards.
Henry's time was 16:45.8.
Schwanz ran her first hundred
yard dash of the year and won the
event with a time of 11.9 seconds.
In other events, Sandy Her
bert and Tupper took a 2-4 finish
in the 220 and Kelly Jones,
Garrison and Nancy Cameron
finished 2-3-4 in the 440.
OCE's record holder in the
mile, Cindy
Rogers, didn't
compete in the meet. She was
scheduled to run in a meet at the
University of Oregon Saturday
night instead.
This weekend's Southern Area
meet includes all Oregon schools.
Rice expects the meet to be the
strongest meet the team has had
to date, "with the possible ex
ception of the Willamette meet."
She said the team will not be able
to run people in as many events
since
there
will
be
both
preliminaries and finals in the
post-season meets.
The meet this weekend will be
the last meet to qualify for the
Northwest
meet
in
Boise,
which will be OCE's final meet
preceding the national meet,
which will be held at Kansas
State University, May 14-15.
OCE Invitational: OCE 137, OSU 50, Simon
Fraser 19, Lane CC 13, Clark College 9,
Pacific 4, Clackamas CC 1, Umpqua CC
0, Linn-Benton CC 0.
100 Yard dash -- Schwanz (OCE) 11.9.
100 Meter hurdles -- Pyle (OCE) 15 6
220 - Richards (OSU) 27.4.
400 Meter hurdles -- Myring (SF) 66.9.
440 » Parmele (OSU) 61.2.
440 Relay -- OSU 50.9.
880 - McClary (OCE) 2:26.6.
'
Mile - Russell (OCE) 5:47.1.
Mile Relay -- Simon Fraser 4:13.7.
Two mile -- Brundige (OCE) 11:20.3.
Long jump -- Ranf (OCE) 16*11".

High jump--Davidson (OSU) 5'2".
Javelin -- Melvin (OCE) 137'11".
Shot put -- Okeke (OCE) 46'3".
Discus » Okeke (OCE) 132'81/2"
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Personal: Rabbit-Rabbit, Franz will be at
the Timber's game in Portland
Saturday night! TT.
Personal: Congratulations Beth.
Personal: Happy 21st Duck! Love, DT, T,
and RR.
Personal: ANY time, Captain.
For rent: Three-bedroom house, ideal
for students, perferably married
couple. It is clean, well kept, quiet
location near a creek in Dallas.
Furnished with washer, dryer and
dishwasher. Water, garbage paid. No
pets or children, please. Available
immediately. $160 per month. Call
623-2097.

. AtftfjK

Personal: Please spread the good word...
the word is vote, today, tomorrow,
College Center. Vote!
Wanted: Lesney Matchbox cars, SPO
455, or call 623-5252, Dallas.
Personal: PKL -- just wanted to let you
know this little thug was thinking about
you. CA.
Personal: So you can't seem to pick up
girls, eh Mark? Just smile at me and
I'll follow you anywhere!!! -Pumie
Personal: JB -- how 'bout another rendez
vous at 11:15 - you name the place. -For rent: Would like to sublet until fall
term 1976 a nice, completely
furnished
two bedroom,
two
bathroom apartment just off campus.
Phone 838-1390 and ask for Timmie.
Personal: RR? ND? How's about CS?
The Cat is where I'm at, R and D are
old hat, old hat.
Personal: To CS organization: Why not
change the time se everyone can
come? Sue.
Personal: Babe -- today is the half-way
mark. Only 38 more days. You don't
know how happy that makes me.
Now June 6 won't seem so far off. I
love ya!! Say hi to everyone for me
okay? 1-4-3-5 RG.
'
Personal: Pete Domagala, are you avail
able? Annisette.

FINALLY
Debbie Brundige
closes her eyes in
exhaustion
after winning the two-mile race on the
OCE track last weekend. Brundige •• the school
record holder in the 880 - finished more than 1,000
yards ahead of her nearest competitor in the race.
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Wanted: Piano. Music student will store,
buy or trade for equity in 1972 VW
411. Contact Lamron or LC Hall at
770 S. Monmouth, Indep.

during

V

8

!'and 0tf

week. McCter'y?
Statin \%meevden7'°

,rom Che'yl

G^ison

Garrison,'Tn^MaVy
SeCOnc""ace

<° Oregon

Lamron photo by Steve Geiger

«
L THE HEAVENS -- Betty Ledgerwood hoists the shot put
to the sky during the OCE women's final regular season meet on
the OCE track last Saturday. Ledgerwood was one reason the
women ended the season undefeated for the third straight year by
scoring 137points to second place Oregon State's 50.

Lost: Keys on a SHHS senior keychain
with three keys on it, lost someplace
on campus Monday afternoon
Please return to College Center
office. Thank you very much.

Wanted: Two female roommates starting
fall term. I have a nice two-bedroom
apartment. For info, call 838-3612,
after 6 p.m. Ask for Sherry.
For sale: 65 A-H Sprite, rebuilt motor,
new brakes and wiring. Hardtop
convertible. $975 or offer. Stayton
769-2749.
Personal: Jim -- When the bitch gets
back, the peasants better watch out!
Thinking about and missing you
down south. As always, the Proud
Leo: M.
For rent: One bedroom duplex in country
to mature couple. Located between
Independence and Salem. Available
May 15. Contact Gary after 6:30 p.m.
at 838-0166.
Needed: A visiting professor would like
a responsible person to take care of
his Sumatran Dugong, an extremely
rare and beautiful animal, while he is
temporarily out of the country. If
interested, leave name and phone
number
in
Social
Science
Department office, c/o Dr. R. Lewis.
Serious offers only, please.

Found: One black puppy. Has green
collar and bell. Taken to Monmouth
P.D.
Personal: Lynda Yantis: Congratulations
for getting your poem published by
International Publications! Your a
poet and boy do we know it! Love,
Deb, Tess, Janet, Mary and Sandi.
For sale: Panasonic tape recorder, $40.
Zenith B&W TV, $50. Jap Pachino
Pinball machine, $50. Various 8-track
tapes, two-for-$5. Movie screen, $15.
Call Paul at 838-4613.
Wanted: Male roommate needed, would
share bedroom. $43.33 month.
Non-smoker. Call 838-3943 or leave
note SPO 392.

For rent: Two bedroom apartments avail
able. May 1JV one or both, w/w shag
carpet, balcony, two blocks from
campus. $150 a month, $30
refundable cleaning deposit.
pets, Call 838-5046.
Help wanted: Houseparents, adolescent
residential treatment center. Married
couple interested in working with
boys 13-17. Salaried. Send resume to
Mid Valley Adolescent Center, 1610
Court St., Salem.
Personal: Happy birthday,Jim Ryan!!

Lainr°n

